Upcoming Events

March 15, 6:30 - 8:30 p.m. | Meet & Greet Orlando Conference
Maggiano’s Little Italy - Pointe Orlando | 9101 International Dr., Suite 2400, Orlando, FL 32819

Join HIMSS MN for a little fun and festivities at Maggiano’s!

Are you attending HIMSS 2022? Be sure to visit us at Maggiano’s Little Italy, only steps away from the Orange County Convention Center on Tuesday evening! Relax after a full day of conference sessions and enjoy cocktails and delicious hors d’oeuvres with the HIMSS MN Chapter, sponsored by PDS, A Converge Company. We’re excited to see you and catch up in-person!

Limited Availability - Registration Required - RSVP Today!

March 31, 1:00 P.M. Central | Reimagine Cybersecurity

This webinar will provide insight from one of the leading cyber security and technology executives. The discussion will focus on the challenges with the current approach to cyber security practices and how you can position your organization to implement a security posture to protect against Ransomware, DDOS and Zero-day attacks. Key strategies and approaches to implement the next generation Cyber Safety structure to get ahead the bad actors.

Situational awareness of cyber security risks are best achieved through assessing and monitoring every corner of your network and the emerging threats. As a takeaway you will receive key insights into the latest technology and tools to consider in order to mitigate risks to try and stop attacks before they compromise your organization.

Presented by: Jimmie Lee
CTO, CISO | Board Member | Advisor | Innovator

Engineering, risk management and cybersecurity executive with over 25 years of multi-industry experience across engineering, security and technology operations. By combining technical and business acumen, he is able to build inclusive and high performance teams. Jimmie designs, implements and leads innovation for engineering, IT, security and risk management platforms for multinational, Fortune 100, and Fortune 50 companies. Decisive leader with proven success in driving vision, strategy and highly performing teams. He is respected for his ability to build products and services while resolving risk through innovative and inclusive leadership.

Register Here

Our Sponsors:

mn.himsschapter.org
April 28, 1:00 P.M. Central | Clinical Infomatics Webinar

Topic: Maturity of EHRs and the Maturity of the Professionals who Implement them.

Presented by: Mari Frances Tietze, PhD, RN, FHIMSS, FAAN

CTO, CISO | Board Member | Advisor | Innovator

Dr. Mari Tietze is the recipient of the Myrna R. Pickard Endowed Professorship at the University of Texas at Arlington (UTA) College of Nursing and Health Innovation (CONHI). In that role, she is also the Affiliate, representing nursing, to the UTA Multi-Interprofessional Center for Health Informatics (MICHI), a collaboration among numerous health informatics entities and led by Dr. Marion Ball as the Executive Director and Dr. Gabriela Wilson as the Deputy Director.

Dr. Tietze’s has contributions over the past 30 years, have been based on a combination of interprofessional informatics and telehealth technology. For interprofessional informatics, she implemented one of the first bedside computer systems in the U.S. using barcode-based medication administration and a team of nurses, pharmacists, and information systems professionals. More recently in 2016, Dr. Tietze was co-investigator in a Texas-wide multi-method study to examine over 1,000 nurses’ experiences using their electronic health records (EHRs). Dr. Tietze is also a co-author of the AJN Book of the Year, Nursing Informatics for the Advanced Practice Nurse: Patient Safety, Quality, Outcomes, and Interprofessionalism. She has been a long-standing member of the Technology Informatics Guiding Education Reform (TIGER) global initiative, working on harmonization of informatics competencies, and Web site improvements.

May 18, 6-9 P.M. Central | Annual Top Golf Event

We are excited to host our annual TopGolf event. You don’t have to be a golfer to play and enjoy an evening of refreshments! If you have never been to a TopGolf, think of it as a casual game of bowling, but with golf clubs and a variety of games sure to test your skills and provide some comic relief if it has been a while since you picked up a club. Are you game? If so, please email president@mnhimss.org to express your interest in representing your organization. Minnesota HIMSS TopGolf Event will be following COVID-19 guidance published by Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the State of Minnesota. Please refer to www.topgolf.com/us/minneapolis for the latest information on their safety procedures at the venue.

Past Events

February 24 | Reimagine Cybersecurity

Here’s a link to our most recent speaker, Michael Steep Reimagine Cybersecurity: youtu.be/Jc_IFI9_250
Sponsor Spotlight

About PDS
PDS, A Converge Company, is a global IT solution provider with Midwest ties who is now able to deliver deep skills in advisory, implementation and managed services around all leading IT vendors in today’s evolving marketplace.

PDS’s industry leading solutions are in the following areas:
• Advanced Analytics (AI, Machine Learning…)
• Application Modernization
• Cloud
• Cybersecurity
• Digital Infrastructure
• Digital Workplace
• Talent Solutions

Our Mission
Our mission is to empower our healthcare clients to build, transition, and transform by finding the right people, selecting the most ideal technologies, and planning seamless resiliency. We commit to the success of our clients by working as one team to transform technical environments, enhance business operations and exceed expectations.

Contact John McGuire today at jmguire@pdsit.net to schedule a discussion.

Educational Programs

MN HIMSS is hosting monthly Webinar series that scheduled every second Thursday from 3 to 4 pm central time. The Event is free for public. Speakers are leaders in their respected fields and provided great basis and overview for specific topics. March Webinar is canceled as that fall on the days of national HIMSS conference in Orlando. Please visit our page to see the announcement of April speaker.

You also can watch archived webinars here: mn.himsschapter.org/mn-himss-webinar-archive or view past events directly on our YouTube channel here.

The announcement for upcoming speakers is on MN HIMSS web site mn.himsschapter.org/mn-himss-webinar-series